
   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                        

                  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

             THE DECREE  - PIE POSTULATIO VOLUNTATIS 

  

 
   The most treasured document in the Archives of the Order 

in the National Library of Malta 

 



 

 MANUSCRIPT  2013 

 
                                                                                           

To celebrate the 900th anniversary  of what is, arguably, the most                                                                                                                                                                  

important event in the history of our Order, a contemporary 

adaptation of the document has been produced as a limited 

edition of 150.   It is written in a 20th century script - an 

adaptation of the Caroline miniscule,  similar to that used in the 

original decree.     It simulates the illuminated manuscript 

presented to HMEH the Prince and Grand Master on Founder’s 

Day 2012.                                                                                                                     

The body text is printed by giclée - a fine-art form of digital 

printing, using pigmented inks.   The illuminated lettering, 

arabesque motifs and circlet components are then added, 

individually by hand in 22ct gold.   

The substrate is goatskin parchment paper, a durable 

watermarked rag-content paper; both the ink and paper are of 

archival quality.  The original seal or bulla, was suspended from a 

red silk cord; a double seal is debossed on a special medium to 

portray both faces of the original lead seal.  

As each document is hand-printed and requiring several hours of 

dedicated attention,  only a limited number will be produced.                                               

 

 



 



SPECIFICATION 

 Goatskin Parchment Paper 

             A prestigious grade, its watermark providing the unique goats                
a mark of quality - a durable watermarked rag  content paper,             
with special lasting properties to help preserve  documents.   

 pH neutral  

 Random watermark  

 Elemental Chlorine Free  

 ISO 14001 Environmental Accreditation  

 An estimated life expectancy of 500 years.                                 

 Dimensions 

    420mm x 600mm (16.5” x 23.5”) 

 Pigmented ink 

    Pigmented inks have archival print life and   
    colour stability  

 Illumination  22ct gold 

 

 Certificate of Authenticity 

    A certificate, signed and numbered, is  
    included with every document.  

 Translation 

 Definitive translation affirmed by                                   
 the National Library of Malta. 

 

 

BENEFICIARY 
 

Proceeds will be assigned to the Order of Malta Ireland (Ulster Region) 

exclusively for the purchase and distribution of defibrillators.                        

                                                                                                                


